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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for invitation to review this interesting manuscript. Some minor points need the further consideration of authors.1- Introduction: the importance of the current study and its probable clinical implication is not explained. It has been mentioned that there are not many studies that explored the association between HIV-1 infection and PPROM. It is possible to bring the results of these few studies in this section to strengthen the introduction.2- Methods: adding some explanation about the selected hospital and its characteristics can inform reader about the situation of selected site for sampling. Also please explain about the delivery process of HIV infected in that region (are all PPROM HIV-infected of region referred to this tertiary hospital?)3- statistical analysis: Please clearly defined which variables were normally distributed and which were not; also in the tables risk ratio is calculated and reported but no explanation is provided in statistical analysis regarding this model.4- Discussion is well structured and main findings are discussed.5- If it is possible add some information regarding the clinical implication of present findings.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Unable to assess

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics
Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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